
 

S&P Global Ratings believes there remains high, albeit moderating, uncertainty about the evolution of the coronavirus 
pandemic and its economic effects. Vaccine production is ramping up and rollouts are gathering pace around the world. 
Widespread immunization, which will help pave the way for a return to more normal levels of social and economic activity, 
looks to be achievable by most developed economies by the end of the third quarter. However, some emerging markets may 
only be able to achieve widespread immunization by year-end or later. We use these assumptions about vaccine timing in 
assessing the economic and credit implications associated with the pandemic (see our research here: 
www.spglobal.com/ratings). As the situation evolves, we will update our assumptions and estimates accordingly. 
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Key Takeaways 
– Sovereigns would likely cope with the first-order effects of a 300-bps interest rate shock. 
– We expect U.S. and European 12-month trailing speculative-grade default rates to fall to 4% 

and 5.25%, respectively, by March 2022. 
– U.S. banks reported negative aggregate quarterly provisions for the first time on record; we 

have taken number of positive ratings actions on several U.S. banks.  
– Cyber risks present a growing threat to financial institutions.   

Key developments 
Sovereigns would likely cope with a sharp rise in interest rates. Against the backdrop of 
the extraordinary scale of central bank asset purchases, elevated asset prices, and 
surging input costs, markets are concerned that policy rates may need to rise sooner and 
further than expected. “Take A Hike: Which Sovereigns Are Best And Worst Placed To 
Handle A Rise In Interest Rates” assesses what such a scenario would mean for public 
finances. Nearly all developed sovereigns should be able to digest the first-round effects 
of even a 300-basis-point rise in refinancing rates on public finances. Emerging 
sovereigns are also quite resilient, although there are more vulnerable outliers. What 
ultimately matters for sovereigns and the ratings on them is why rates rise: if it reflects 
recovering growth and normalizing monetary policy amid accelerating productivity, they 
will represent little threat to public finances; on the other hand, if they're aimed at 
choking off runaway inflation against a backdrop of stagnating productivity, the fiscal 
and ratings fallout could be substantial.  

We expect the U.S. trailing-12-month speculative-grade corporate default rate to fall 
to 4% by March 2022, from 6.3% in March 2021. Most near-term indicators of future 
defaults suggest a lower default rate ahead, with credit metrics stabilizing, vaccinations 
proceeding at a solid pace, very favorable lending conditions, and a strong economic 
rebound expected this year. However, the pandemic-induced downturn has left scars: 
Almost 40% of our speculative-grade ratings are 'B-' or lower, and we expect some 
sectors to endure a long recovery to pre-2020 credit metrics. We expect the European 
trailing-12-month speculative-grade corporate default rate to fall to 5.25% by March 
2022 from 6.1% in March 2021. Despite some setbacks in late 2020 and early this year, 
we expect the economic recovery in Europe to kick in later this year, in part bolstered by 
our expectations for the region to reach widespread immunity this summer. As in the U.S., 
creditworthiness has deteriorated since 2019, which presents a point of vulnerability over 
the next several years as solvency concerns remain for certain sectors. 

U.S. banks reported negative aggregate credit loss provisioning in the first quarter for 
the first time on record, according to S&P Global Market Intelligence and Federal Deposit 
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Insurance Corp. data, which go back to 1990 and 1984, respectively. This good financial 
performance, the strength of the economy, and an improved regulatory track record are 
factors in favorable revisions by S&P Global Ratings to its U.S. Banking Industry Country 
Risk Assessment (BICRA). We revised our rating outlooks to positive from stable on five 
large U.S. banks and revised rating outlooks to stable from negative on 11 regional banks.  

Cyber risks—top of mind after the Colonial Pipeline incident—present a growing 
threat to financial institutions.  Cyberattacks can harm financial institution credit 
ratings, mainly through reputational damage and potential monetary losses. Accelerated 
digitalization and remote working arrangements have increased the financial sector's 
exposure to cyber risks and could lead to more complex cyberattacks that trigger higher 
losses. We believe cyber defense will become an increasingly important part of risk 
management and governance frameworks, needing more spending and sophisticated 
tools. This might not be straightforward for many entities, especially the ones with 
weaker risk-control frameworks and insufficient budget allocated for cyber defense. 

Global house prices continue to rise. In the U.S., the S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller 
National Home Price Index rose 13.2% in the year to March, the highest jump since 
December 2005, and eurozone house prices rose 5.8% in the last quarter of 2020, the 
most since 2007. In China, households continue to save more of their income than before 
COVID, and much of this saving appears to be earmarked at finding a home in the 
property market. S&P Global Ratings believes that while this provides a short-term boost 
to growth and commodity prices, it reawakens thoughts of overheating in real estate, sets 
back a needed rebalancing, and threatens the recovery.  

The performance of female leaders drew favorable attention during the early months 
of COVID-19. Women in power, said the press stories, seemed to be more responsible, 
caring, and prudent, while men were more willing to improvise, minimize the perils, and 
make risky decisions. The questions raised this about leadership styles and performance 
are also relevant to the approach taken by CEOs during the pandemic and led to a paper 
just published by S&P Global Ratings, in collaboration with Paris 2 Pantheon-Assas 
University. It finds significant differences in leadership styles of women and men CEOs 
during the crisis and continuing underrepresentation of the former. However, gender 
doesn’t play a big role for share prices over the period studied. A country's sector and 
country best explain stock market performance for our dataset during the pandemic. 
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Credit Market Update 
Ratings Trends 

Chart 1 

Upgrades Slow As Downgrades Begin To Pick Up 

 
Source: S&P Global Ratings. Data as of May 24, 2021. 
 

Table 1 

Recent Rating Actions 

Date Action Issuer Industry Country To From 
Debt vol 

(mil. $) 
19-May Downgrade Republic of Colombia Sovereign Colombia BB+ BBB- 30,184 

19-May Downgrade Simon Property Group Inc. Homebuilders/real estate  U.S. A- A 22,540 

18-May Upgrade Athene Holding Ltd. Financial institutions Bermuda A- BBB+ 15,677 

20-May Downgrade Seven & i Holdings Co. Ltd. Retail/restaurants Japan A AA- 12,514 

20-May Downgrade Ecopetrol S.A. Integrated oil and gas Colombia BB+ BBB- 9,850 

19-May Upgrade Abbott Laboratories Health care U.S. A+ A 7,430 

18-May Downgrade SRS Distribution Inc. Forest products and building materials U.S. B- B 5,220 

19-May Upgrade 
Antero Midstream Partners L.P. 
(Antero Resources Corp.) 

Utility U.S. BB- B 4,600 

18-May Upgrade Tullow Oil PLC Oil and gas exploration and production U.K. B- CCC+ 2,600 

18-May Upgrade Brinker International Inc. Retail/restaurants U.S. BB- B+ 1,350 

Source: S&P Global Ratings  

– After reaching the highest levels since the second quarter of 2010 amid 
accommodative financing conditions, the number of upgrades has begun to 
slow as downgrades tick up slightly.  

– The Republic of Colombia became the second sovereign fallen angel so far in 
2021 (following Morocco’s earlier downgrade) after S&P Global Ratings lowered 
its sovereign credit rating to 'BB+' from 'BBB-' on prescient fiscal weaknesses. 
With the downgraded sovereign, we also lowered the ratings on seven domestic 
corporate and infrastructure entities as those credit ratings are directly or 
indirectly linked.  

– This year's global corporate default tally rose to 43 after Florida-based health 
care provider CDRH Parent Inc. and Australian-based Boart Longyear Ltd. 
defaulted this week. This is the third default for Boart Longyear Ltd. since 2017—
the first two defaults were selective defaults. 
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Chart 2 

Financial Services Experienced The Largest Drop In Negative Bias This Week 

 
Source: S&P Global Ratings. Data as of May 24, 2021. 

 

Chart 3 

The Autos Sector Had The Greatest Weekly Drop In Net Negative Bias To 18% 

 
Source: S&P Global Ratings. Data as of May 24, 2021. 
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Financing Conditions 

Chart 4 

Secondary Market Credit Spreads, U.S., Europe, And Asia 

 
Source: ICE Benchmark Administration Limited (IBA), 'ICE BofAML Asia Emerging Markets Corporate Plus Sub-Index Option-
Adjusted Spread', 'ICE BofAML Europe, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA) Emerging Markets Corporate Plus Sub-Index Option-
Adjusted Spread', retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis; 
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/BAMLEMRECRPIEMEAOAS, U.S. Investment-Grade and Speculative-Grade Spreads from S&P 
Global Ratings, Europe Investment-Grade Spreads From S&P Dow Jones Indices. May 24, 2021. 

Chart 5 

S&P Global U.S. Composite Spreads By Rating, Secondary Market 

 
Source: S&P Global Ratings. Data as of May 24, 2021. 

– Debt issuance. Debt issuance on the year is down by more than 8% form at this 
point in 2020 but remains strong at $2.2 bn.  

– Spreads continue to hold steady despite rising inflation risks. 
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Debt Capital Markets 

Chart 6 

Financial And Nonfinancial New Bond Issuance 

 
Source: S&P Global Ratings. Data as of May 24, 2021. 

– Global.  Rising inflationary pressures subdues volumes this week; total volume at 
$2.23 trillion. 

– Asia. Speculation around Fed tapering added to uncertainty around Huarong, 
keeping market sentiment down and issuance activity thin.  

– Europe.  Investors have turned cautious following recent volatile rates, with 
demand skewed toward shorter-dated debt and high-quality names. 

– U.S. Investment-grade borrowers front-loaded deals ahead of the release of the 
Fed meeting minutes. In the speculative-grade market, activity remained robust 
while some investors became more price sensitive. 
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Asset Class Trends 
Corporates  

– Notable publications include: 
 Nordic Property Companies And Banks Can Cope With Mixed Market 

Conditions In 2021-2022 
 The Health Care Credit Beat: Reflections On AmerisourceBergen, Bausch, 

Cigna, Pfizer, And Surgery Partners Earnings 
 Default, Transition, and Recovery: The Global Corporate Default Tally 

Reaches 43 With Two Defaults This Week 
 Credit Trends: The Risk Of Credit Deterioration Is The Lowest In 14 

Months 
 China's Bond Market: As Governance Improves, Foreign Entry Could Grow 
 Default, Transition, and Recovery: The European Speculative-Grade 

Corporate Default Rate Could Fall To 5.25% By March 2022 
 

– Notable ratings actions include: 
 Abbott Laboratories Upgraded To 'A+/A-1+' As EBITDA Growth Surpasses 

Expectations; Outlook Positive 
 Simon Property Group Inc. Downgraded To 'A-' Due To The Difficult 

Operating Environment; Outlook Stable 
 JDE Peet's N.V. Upgraded To 'BBB-' On Stronger Credit Metrics; Outlook 

Stable 
 Italian Utility Edison SpA Upgraded To 'BBB' On Improved Performance 

And Credit Metrics; Outlook Stable 
 Various Rating Actions Taken On Five U.S. Business Services Companies 
 German Property Co. Deutsche Wohnen SE 'A-' Rating Placed On 

CreditWatch Negative After Takeover Offer By Vonovia 

Banks and financial institutions  

- We observed positive developments in the U.S. banking system, related mostly to 
the country's improved regulatory track record for banks, the good financial 
performance of its banks before and during the COVID-19 pandemic, and the 
rebounding economy. We have therefore announced a change in parts of our 
BICRA for the U.S. This has led us to revise our outlooks on a number of U.S. bank 
ratings. Among these actions, we have revised our rating outlooks on Bank of 
America Corp., JPMorgan Chase, Morgan Stanley, The PNC Financial Services 
Group Inc., and Truist Financial Corp. to positive from stable. For more details, 
see "Various Rating Actions Taken On Large U.S. Banks And Consumer-Focused 
Banks Based On Favorable Industry Trends" and "Various Rating Actions Taken 
On U.S. Regional Banks Based On Improving Economy And Favorable Industry 
Trends". 

- In the past week, we’ve taken a few more actions on bank ratings in emerging 
markets. We revised to positive from stable our rating outlook on Vietcombank 
and Shinhan Bank Vietnam following a similar action on Vietnam. And we lowered 
our long-term ratings on commercial bank Banco Davivienda S.A.--and on two 
government-owned lenders, Financiera de Desarrollo Nacional S.A. and 
Financiera de Desarrollo Territorial S.A. FINDETER--to 'BB+' from 'BBB-', 
following a similar action on Colombia. 

- We also took a few actions on nonbank financial institutions. Among these, we 
revised to positive our rating outlook on Apollo Global Management on 
prospective group strengthening, based on its announced merger with Athene 
Holding Ltd. And we lowered our rating on specialty consumer finance company 
CNG Holdings Inc to 'B-' from 'B' on elevated leverage after a challenging 2020. 
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Sovereign 

– Colombia Long-Term Foreign Currency Rating Lowered To 'BB+' On Persistent 
Fiscal Weakness; Outlook Stable  

– Paraguay 'BB/B' Ratings Affirmed; Outlook Remains Stable 
– Vietnam Outlook Revised To Positive; 'BB/B' Ratings Affirmed 
– South Africa Ratings Affirmed At 'BB-/B' Foreign Currency And 'BB/B' Local 

Currency; Outlook Stable 
– Belize Foreign Currency Ratings Lowered To 'SD/SD' On Missed Coupon Payment 

And Risk Of External Bond Restructuring 
 

Structured finance  

– U.S. leveraged finance and CLOs:  Listen to a recent podcast, "Leveraged 
Finance & CLOs Uncovered: The Upgrade Episode 11" that was released on May 
21.  See also the following commentary published on May 20: U.S. CLO and 
Leveraged Finance Quarterly Key Themes Q2 2021 

– European RMBS: Listen to a recent podcast, "Take Notes: First-Quarter 
European RMBS Market Update" that was released on May 20. 

– U.S. auto ABS: Here are a couple key takeaways from a recent commentary on 
this topic: U.S. subprime auto loans have generally performed better than 
expected during the COVID-19 pandemic, despite elevated unemployment rates.  
Customer payment levels improved year over year in 2020 because of federal aid 
via enhanced unemployment benefits and stimulus checks, as well as the tighter 
credit underwriting issuers implemented. Extensions have generally returned to 
pre-pandemic levels after reaching all-time highs in April 2020, recovery rates 
remain strong, and upgrades continue to surpass downgrades due to strong 
credit performance and deleveraging bond structures. We expect subprime auto 
loans' improved performance to continue in the near term, but losses could 
increase once federal aid is no longer available or if underwriting standards 
weaken.  See "Subprime Auto Loan ABS Tracker: Losses have Improved, but 
Uncertainty Remains" published May 17. 

– U.S. tobacco settlement revenue ABS: Here are a couple key takeaways from a 
recent commentary: There have been a number of recent key developments in the 
tobacco settlement securitization market. These include cigarette shipment 
volume fluctuations, the New York State tribal pack adjustment, and potential 
menthol ban and nicotine reduction mandates. Despite the ever-changing nature 
of this sector, we believe our current rating methodologies and assumptions have 
already accounted for the potential impacts from these developments, and we 
are not changing our views at this time.  See "Recent Developments in the 
Tobacco Securitization Market" on May 19. 

 

https://www.spglobal.com/ratings/en/research-insights/podcasts/20210521-the-upgrade-episode-11
https://www.spglobal.com/ratings/en/research-insights/podcasts/20210521-the-upgrade-episode-11
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https://www.spglobal.com/ratings/en/research/articles/210519-recent-developments-in-the-tobacco-securitization-market-11964148
https://www.spglobal.com/ratings/en/research/articles/210519-recent-developments-in-the-tobacco-securitization-market-11964148
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